One of the disadvantages of passive-BD navigation system is that the pseudo-range error from its receiver is significant and difficult to be modeled. 
Introduction
Bei Dou (BD) navigation system which was developed by China from 2000 is a new regional satellite positioning system. It provides users at any time with real-time positioning service, short digitalmessage communication service, and timing service [1] . The main disadvantage of the BD system is that only three satellites are in the orbit with fixed positions. Therefore, it is probably that the signals from BD satellites may be unobservable or lost in some serious situations and the user's position can not be obtained using this navigation system alone. Serial Inertial Navigation System (SINS) is a self-navigation system. Some of the main features of this system are: The independent of any external navigation device, better hidden performance, and high data-update rate. With these merits, it can play a role as a supplementary navigation system when BD system is not available due to serious circumstances. However, a huge problem exists in SINS is the position-error will be accumulated along with the increasing running time. The error-spread performance of these two kinds of navigation systems is exactly complementary even though they have their advantages and disadvantages respectively. The former system has good short-term stability but poor long-term stability while the latter one has poor short-term stability but good long-term stability. Recently, passive-BD/SINS integrated navigation system has been studied and designed according to the performance features of these two systems. The main purpose of the effort is to improve the overall performance of the integrated navigation system [2, 3, 4] .
Two basic data combination methods for passive-BD/SINS integrated system are loop feedback method and optimal estimation method. The latter one is far better than the former since the measurement errors from the subsystems are random. As one form of the optimal estimation methods, Kalman filter is usually used in navigation systems practically. It can be divided into two categories according to the final estimation value of the state vector: direct method and indirect method [5] . In indirect Kalman filtering method, the navigation parameter errors from both subsystems are chosen as state vector and the final optimal estimations are the values of these errors [6] . In this way, the system state equations are linear so that the final result can be calculated using basic Kalman filtering equation. In general, the indirect filtering method is applied in BD/SINS integrated navigation system since the filter can be designed simply without any filtering divergence problem. However, one of the basic requirements for designing a Kalman filter with indirect method is the accurate error models of subsystems. Since BD satellites are in the orbit far from the earth, the pseudo-range error from the BD receiver is significant and the error models are too complex to affect the performance of passive-BD/SINS integrated system. A new filtering algorithm based on Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is presented in this paper. Two main purposes of our effort in this study are improving the final positioning accuracy of the integrated system and reducing the total calculating time. The theoretical and experimental results show that our algorithm can effectively improve the final results without accurate error models and simplify the adjustment process of filtering parameters to reduce the total calculating time. Therefore, this new algorithm is more suitable for BD/SINS integrated navigation system practically. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the principle of UKF is introduced. We present a detailed filtering structure for BD/SINS integrated navigation system in section 3. Then, the mathematical models including the state equation and the measurement equation as well as the calculation steps of our new algorithm are put forward in section 4. Next, we test our algorithm with MATLAB software and present some main experimental results in section 5. Finally, in section 6, we conclude our work and discuss the future work.
Preliminaries
In this section, the theorems which have been introduced in [8] are presented, since this study is highly depends on them in designing our new algorithm.
In direct filtering method, a state vector is built based on the navigation parameters including position and velocity value from integrated system directly. Then, the optimal estimated results of these parameters are calculated using Kalman filter. This method is more effective than the indirect one if non-linear problem of system state equation can be solved [7] . There are two main advantages of the direct filtering method: Firstly, the state equations describe the dynamic changes of the navigation parameters directly and they will not be lineared to first-order approximating equations as in indirect filtering method. Therefore, the receiver's real-time state and the state changes can be reflected more evidently. Secondly, state equations are mainly composed of the navigation calculating equations so that the filter in the system can estimate the final optimal results as well as calculate the navigation parameters by those equations. These features enable the SINS to avoid repetitive calculations of the navigation equations and can significantly reduce the total calculating time. In the 1990s, Julier et al [8] proposed a new algorithm based on UKF to deal with the nonlinear problem of state equation to improve the performance of the filter for nonlinear issues. The principle of UKF is described as follows: the state equation and the error covariance of the integrated system are updated using a series of realtime samples. These samples are called approximateGaussian-distribution dots. In each update process, these samples will be calculated one time using Unscented Transformation method. Then, the transformed samples will be applied to the original nonlinear state equation and calculated again with the measurement equation. The true mean value and the covariance of Gaussian random-variation can be captured completely with high accuracy level [9] . According to the data process mentioned above, the UKF method has the advantages that it can avoid linear process for non-linear state equation and guarantee the high accuracy of the final optimal estimations.
Filtering Structure of Our Algorithm
At present, a data combination method for passive-BD/SINS integrated navigation system is called software-combination method in which BD receiver is independent of the SINS hardware. The measurement outputs from the BD system and the SINS system are obtained respectively [10] . Then, two different position results from these subsystems are put into the Kalman filter to calculate the final optimal estimation. Figure 1 shows a brief structure of the integrated system designed for our algorithm. In this structure, the twostep calculating process including the following: firstly, the receiver's dynamic parameters are measured twice using SINS and BD receivers respectively. Secondly, the velocity and position values obtained by the SINS receiver are chosen as the state vector and the same values obtained by the BD receivers are chosen as the measurement. Then, these data are transmitted into UKF to calculate the final optimal estimation of the navigation parameters. This estimation result is regarded as the output of the integrated system. Specific variation settings and establishments of the mathematical models will be introduced in the following sections.
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Mathematical Models and Main Steps of Our Algorithm
As a start point to describe our algorithm, we first introduce the mathematical models including the state equation 
State Equation of Integrated System
The state equation is established based on the mechanical equation and attitude error equation of SINS. Only nine basic navigation parameters are considered in order to simplify and emphasis the filtering problem studied in this paper. These parameters are three-dimensional attitude values, position values, and velocity values. By ignoring the gyroscope and accelerometer error models of SINS, the state vector is defined as:
[ ] , , , , , , , , The mechanical equations and attitude-error equations of SINS are as follows [7] : Let the system state vector x in conjunction with equation (1) and (2) 
Measurement Equation of Integrated System
The 
The Steps of Our Algorithm for Passive-BD/SINS Integrated System
The state equations need to be discretized because the system models in UKF are nonlinear discrete-time models. Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is adopted in our algorithm to obtain the numerical integration form of the state equation. The final equation forms are as follows: (6) where, According to the mathematical models defined as equation (6) and the recurrence calculating process of UKF method, the following steps describe our new filtering algorithm.
Step 1: Add the system noise vector and the measurement noise vector to the state vector and then we can get new state vector and its covariance matrix defined as follows: (7) where, a k x is a p-dimensional column vector and L n p q = + + .
Step 2: Suppose a k
x is the variation of Unscented transformation process with the expression defined as follows: (8) where, 
where, the coefficient
with the adjustment parameters a and g .
Step 3: According to the parameters defined as (3) and (4), and the equations defined as (6) to (9), the timeupdate equations of our algorithm are:
(12) Step 4: The measurement-update equations of our algorithm are: New Kalman Filtering Algorithm for Passive-BD/SINS Integrated Navigation System Based on UKF Qiu-Ting Wang, Xiu-Lin Hu
Experimental Results and Analysis of Our Algorithm
Here, in this section, we first present the experimental results and then analyze these results. Finally, we summarize the characteristics of our algorithm.
The Experimental Results and Its Analysis
The main target of designing passive-BD/SINS integrated navigation system is to solve the positioning problems when dealing with one system alone. The goal of our experiment is to study the data combination method of the integrated system and test the effectiveness and superiority of our new filtering algorithm. Therefore, it is assumed that signals from three BD satellites are all observable during the experimental time so that the integrated navigation system is always working in the combination style. Table 1 shows the initial parameter values of integrated system (Here, the initial time is the time-point when two systems start working together). Suppose the output sampling period of SINS is 0.01s, the sampling period of BD system and UKF is 0.1s, and the total simulation time is 600s. Table 2 shows the parameter values of the BD receiver, the gyroscope, and the accelerometer In this study, the EKF method and our new method were applied respectively to calculate receiver's position and their different results were analyzed in detail. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show part of the experimental results including the latitude position error (Figure 2(a) ), the altitude position error ( Figure  2(b) ) and the North-velocity error ( Figure 3 ). From Figure 2 we note that: Firstly, the latitude position error using EKF is ranged within 20m while it is ranged within 50m using the improved UKF. Secondly, altitude position error using EKF is ranged within 25m while it is ranged within 50m using improved UKF. Thirdly, the longitude error using both methods of filtering is nearly the same as 5m . The reason of the bigger latitude error covariance in integrated system is that this error from passive-BD receiver is greater than other errors. Figure 3 indicates that the velocity error using improved UKF is ranged within 0.5m/s while it is ranged within 2m/s using EKF (divergence phenomenon exists). 
The Characteristics of Our Algorithm
The experimental results indicate that more accurate positioning results can be obtained by using our algorithm. Also, our filtering method is convergent and stable. These priorities are due to the selection principle of Sigma-point in UKF which guarantees the positioning accuracy up to the first and the second order (i.e., the mean value and the covariance value of the system errors) while avoiding the main truncation error causing by the model-linear process. In addition, the computing time of one calculating cycle using direct filtering method is about 80% of the time using indirect filtering method because one specific calculating process is needed in traditional indirect filtering method to obtain the SINS parameters beforehand, and this part of calculating time occupies 40% of the total time.
Therefore, the following are the main characteristics of our algorithm: First of all, this new filtering algorithm based on UKF has some priorities such as higher filtering precision, better convergence performance, and easier designing process. Secondly, it can effectively solve the nonlinear problem of state equation existing in traditional direct filtering method and it is more suitable for BD/SINS integrated navigation system. Finally, with our algorithm, the navigation and positioning accuracy using the integrated system can be dramatically improved.
Conclusions and Future Work
The passive-BD/SINS integrated navigation system with traditional indirect Kalman filtering can not achieve high positioning accuracy because the pseudorange error from the BD receiver is significant and has no accurate error models as GPS. In this paper, an improved filtering algorithm based on UKF is presented after comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the traditional direct filtering method, the EKF method, and the UKF method. Our new algorithm can obtain a more accurate positioning result as well as avoid equation-linear process of the system state equations. Besides, it also fully demonstrates the superiority of UKF and has better robustness than other non-linear filtering methods. The theoretical and experimental results show that our algorithm can improve the positioning accuracy and simplify the adjustment process of filtering parameters to reduce the total calculating time. Another advantage of UKF is that the malfunction of integrated navigation system can be detected and isolated more easily, since the subsystems are independent from each other and no feedback process is needed. Finally, our improved algorithm provides a new way of studying better filtering methods for other integrated navigation systems and has good theoretical research values and development prospects.
